Monolingual alignment is frequently required for natural language tasks that involve similar or comparable sentences. We present a new model for monolingual alignment in which the score of an alignment decomposes over both the set of aligned phrases as well as a set of aligned dependency arcs. Optimal alignments under this scoring function are decoded using integer linear programming while model parameters are learned using standard structured prediction approaches. We evaluate our joint aligner on the Edinburgh paraphrase corpus and show significant gains over a Meteor baseline and a state-of-the-art phrase-based aligner. 
Introduction
Textual alignment involves the identification of links between words or phrases which are effectively semantically equivalent in their respective input sentences. Monolingual alignment in particular is often needed in natural language problems which involve pairs or groups of related sentences such as textual entailment recognition, multidocument summarization, textto-text generation and the evaluation of machine translation systems. For example, paraphrase recognition systems can use alignments between input sentences to identify mentions of repeated concepts and determine the degree to which the input sentences overlap.
Recent work on monolingual alignment problems (MacCartney et al., 2008; Thadani and McKeown, 2011) has focused on phrase-based techniques in which the alignment between a pair of sentences is represented through a set of aligned phrase pairs; this has demonstrated advantages over token-based aligners such as Chambers et al. (2007) as well as standard aligners used in machine translation (Och and Ney, 2003; Liang et al., 2006) . This paper presents an improved model for monolingual phrase-based alignment that elegantly accounts for syntactic relationships between tokens by additionally considering an arc-based alignment representation comprising a set of aligned pairs of dependency arcs consistent with the phrasebased representation. Under this formulation, the score of any alignment is simply defined to factor over all aligned phrase pairs and arc pairs in the alignment. However, recovering a full sentence alignment that optimizes this joint scoring function is non-trivial due to both the interdependence among individual phrase alignments as well as the interaction between phrase-based and arc-based alignments to ensure consistency between the two representations.
In this paper, we describe a technique to recover joint phrasal and arc-based alignments by using integer linear programming (ILP). Given a feature-based scoring function, standard structured prediction techniques can be leveraged to learn parameters that weight features over phrasal and arc-based alignments. We evaluate this joint aligner on a human-annotated paraphrase corpus (Cohn et al., 2008) and show significant gains over phrase-based alignments generated by the Meteor metric for machine translation (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011) as well as a state-of-the-art discriminatively-trained phrase-based aligner (Thadani and McKeown, 2011) .
Related Work
Text alignment is a crucial component of machine translation (MT) systems (Vogel et al., 1996; Och and Ney, 2003; Liang et al., 2006; DeNero and Klein, 2008) ; however, the general goal of multilingual aligners is the production of wide-coverage phrase tables for translation. In contrast, monolingual alignment is often consumed directly in applications like paraphrasing and textual entailment recognition; this task therefore involves substantially different challenges and tradeoffs.
1 Nevertheless, modern MT evaluation metrics have recently been found to be remarkably effective for tasks requiring monolingual alignments (Bouamor et al., 2011; Madnani et al., 2012; Heilman and Madnani, 2012 )-even used off-the-shelf with their default parameter settings-and for this reason we use Meteor as a baseline in this paper.
Monolingual token-based alignment has been used for many natural language processing applications such as paraphrase generation (Barzilay and Lee, 2003; Quirk et al., 2004) . Dependency arc-based alignment has seen similar widespread use in applications such as sentence fusion (Barzilay and McKeown, 2005; Marsi and Krahmer, 2005) , redundancy removal (Thadani and McKeown, 2008) and textual entailment recognition (Dagan et al., 2005) . Furthermore, joint aligners that simultaneously account for the similarity of tokens and dependency arcs have also been explored (Chambers et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2010) . Monolingual phrasebased alignment was first tackled by the MANLI system of MacCartney et al. (2008) and was subsequently expanded upon by Thadani and McKeown (2011) to incorporate exact inference.
ILP has seen widespread use in natural language problems involving formulations which cannot be decoded efficiently with dynamic programming but can be expressed as relatively compact linear programs. DeNero and Klein (2008) and Thadani and McKeown (2011) proposed ILP approaches to finding phrase-based alignments in a multilingual and monolingual context respectively. Chang et al. (2010) describe a joint token-based and arc-based alignment technique using ILP to ensure consistency between the two alignment representations. Our proposed joint phrasal and arc-based aligner generalizes over both these alignment techniques.
Corpus
As our dataset, we use a modified version of the human-aligned corpus of paraphrases described by Cohn et al. (2008) , which we call the Edinburgh corpus. We derive this dataset from the original corpus first by standardizing the treatment of quotes (both single and double) and by truecasing the text (Lita et al., 2003) . Following MacCartney et al. (2006), we collapse named entities using the Stanford named entity recognizer 2 trained on the pre-built models distributed with it (Finkel et al., 2005) . For example, the corpus contains a sentence with the named entity Bank of Holland, which we collapse to the single token Bank_of_Holland. In future work, we plan to leave the original corpus uncollapsed and annotate named entities by token index.
Our training/testing splits are as follows. We use all of the nonoverlapping portions of the Edinburgh corpus (those only aligned by a single human annotator) as training data. We then randomly sample training instances from the overlapping portions of the corpus: 45 instances from the 'trial' portion drawn from the 'mtc' subcorpus, 19 from the 'news' portion, and 10 from the 'novels' portion. The testing data includes all of the instances in the overlapping portions of the corpus that are not selected as training data, plus the five remaining 'trial' instances. The resulting splits yield 70% for training and 30% for testing, with identical ratios from the three subcorpora ('mtc', 'news', and 'novels') in both training and testing. The training set has 715 paraphrase pairs with a total of 29,827 tokens and an average of 20.9 tokens per sentence, while the test set has 305 paraphrase pairs with 14,391 tokens and 23.6 tokens/sentence on average. Finally, rather than using the merged alignments from the Edinburgh corpus for the overlapping portions, we randomly select one of the two annotators to use as the reference alignment in an unbiased way, with each annotator chosen exactly half of the time. Figure 1 shows an example paraphrase pair from the training portion of the corpus. At the top are the Meteor alignments as visualized by the Meteor X-ray tool using shaded boxes, along with the gold standard alignments using filled circles for SURE alignments and open circles for POSSIBLE alignments. Below the alignment grid, the recall errors (SURE only) in the Meteor alignments that are supported by Stanford parser dependencies are shown in bold. These recall errors are supported in the sense that the missed aligned tokens participate in dependencies with other aligned tokens. For example, Meteor fails to align scout with monitor. This token-level alignment is supported by two aligned dependencies, namely the alignment of •
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. . . send an official to East_Timor to scout Indonesia 's force movements Here, the other tokens in the dependencies are identical, and thus the dependencies provide strong evidence for the token-level alignment. Interestingly, the final three recall errors involve interrelated dependencies, suggesting the need for joint inference.
Using this notion of dependency arc alignments supporting token-level alignments, we counted how frequently the token alignments were supported by dependency alignments, and found that 64% of the SURE alignments and 65% of the SURE+POSSIBLE alignments in the training corpus were supported in this way. We also tabulated how often the dependencies were aligned, and found that 54% of the dependency arcs were aligned based on the SURE token alignments, and 62% were aligned based on the SURE+POSSIBLE alignments, thus indicating the greater potential of dependencies to aid alignment when including the POSSIBLEs. The alignment percentages varied considerably by type: of the non-rare dependency types, 74% of the aux dependencies were aligned (including the POSSIBLEs), while only 38% of the rcmod dependencies were aligned, with most core dependency types such as xcomp and dobj in the 64-70% range. 
Alignment representations
Our proposed alignment formulation has its roots in the phrase-based representation proposed in MacCartney et al. (2008) and Thadani and McKeown (2011) . An alignment E between T 1 and T 2 is represented by a set of edits {e 1 , e 2 , . . .} which indicate the modifications that would be needed to convert T 1 to T 2 . We consider two types of edits:
1. Phrase edits capture the changes that would need to be made to subsequences of tokens to transform T 1 to T 2 and vice versa. These are of two types: the first represents the alignment of equivalent phrases in T 1 and T 2 while the other denotes deletion or nonalignment of phrases from either T s . A valid phrase-based alignment configuration, denoted by E phr must have every token participating in exactly one edit.
2. Arc edits similarly capture the alignments or deletions of edges in a dependency graph. For a dependency alignment configuration E arc to be meaningful, the edits in it must be kept consistent with the phrase-based alignment configuration E phr . Specifically, two edges that have both their source and target tokens aligned (i.e., participating in the same alignment edit) must also participate in an alignment edit.
We assume that the score for an alignment E factors over the phrase and arc edits present in E.
Using e * to represent alignment edits and e − to represent deletion edits, this can be written as:
scor e(E) = 
Features and learning
The scoring function described above is parameterized by features over the different categories of edits, i.e., scor e(E) = e∈E w · Φ(e) where Φ(e) is a feature vector for edit e and w is a vector of parameter weights. The features defined over phrase edits are similar to MacCartney et al. (2008); these encode the type of edit (alignment or deletion), the size of the phrases in alignment edits, the similarity of the phrases determined by leveraging various lexical resources, as well as contextual and positional features. Features for arc edits simply encode the type of edit for an arc of a given class of dependency label, e.g., whether an alignment edit involves two subj dependencies, or whether a deletion edit involves a det dependency.
Given a inference technique for alignments under the parameterized scoring function, feature weights w can be learned using any appropriate structured prediction technique. We employ the structured perceptron (Collins, 2002) in our experiments.
Inference via ILP
We now describe an integer linear program that recovers optimal solutions to the problem of jointly recovering a phrasal and arc alignment given any parameter configuration w. Although ILPs in general do not have guarantees on returning solutions efficiently, the programs for alignment problems over text segments consisting of a few sentences are relatively small and can be easily tackled with highly optimized general-purpose solvers.
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First, we define indicator variables for all potential phrase and arc edits in an alignment, as well as indicators that denote which pairs of tokens are aligned.
• y • Finally, x s p∼q ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether the token t s p ∈ T s participates in some phrasebased alignment with t
Now, finding the optimal alignment between any sentence pair 〈T 1 , T 2 〉 is equivalent to solving the following optimization problem over the edit indicator variables:
where the parameter λ controls the maximum number of tokens permitted in a phrase for alignment. The optimization problem requires some linear constraints in order to specify a complete and consistent alignment. The following constraints are applied for all i = 1 . . . (Och and Ney, 2003; Liang et al., 2006; Chambers et al., 2007) . As an additional baseline, we ran Meteor on the test corpus using its precision-focused max accuracy setting, which we found to yield higher F-measure on the training corpus than the max coverage option. Table 1 shows the results.
It is evident that the feature-based aligners have much higher recall than Meteor, with some unsurprising loss in precision due to the conservative max accuracy matching. Compellingly, the joint model increases both precision and recall on aligned tokens over the phrasal model, with greater increases using the SURE+POSSIBLE alignments as expected. Jointly aligning arcs also helps considerably in recovering the dependency alignments projected onto Stanford parses from the gold standard phrase alignments. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests on F 1 indicate that all increases are statistically significant, with p < 0.001 in all cases except one, namely the increase on the SURE syntactic dependencies of the joint model over the phrasal model, where p < 0.05.
Conclusion
We have presented a monolingual alignment strategy that jointly produces phrasal and syntactic dependency alignments using a discriminative structured prediction framework and an exact inference technique using ILP. Our alignment technique shows significant gains over recent phrase-based aligners and alignments obtained via the well-known Meteor metric. In future work, we intend to apply joint alignment approaches to additional corpora and develop more powerful similarity features over phrases and arcs.
